THE ASTEROID SAND BOX
Last weekend while watching the Red Sox game I started goofing around with the
asteroid sandbox. In the asteroid sandbox there are pieces of sand with different
names like Carol, Makemake, Eris, Pecker, Beer and Smiley. There are thousands of
them. I picked up this piece of sand that was named asteroid Daniel. Oh my God! This
could be Stormy Daniel! So I decided to work with this asteroid in Donald Trump’s
chart. We all heard the story about Stormy Daniel and Donald Trump. As you can see
from the chart the asteroid Daniel at 3° 10’ of Gemini trines Trumps Neptune, ruler of
his eighth house.

We all learned in astrology that the eighth house rules sex. According to Stormy they
had sex a couple of months after Baron was born on March 20, 2006. After combing
the sky with Trump’s Chart I came upon May 6th showing a very high potential for him
to engage in sex with her. All of these energies were going on in his chart on that day.
1. In Converse solar arc Daniel from the eighth house oppose his natal Neptune ruler
of his eighth house.
2. In solar arc his Neptune exactly opposed Daniel.
3. Transiting Daniel sextile his Neptune and his transiting Venus in the eighth house
sextile his Daniel.
4. In backward transit Uranus trined his Daniel and Pluto conjunct his Daniel.
5. In progression Venus trines his Daniel. And there’s even a lot more than that going
on.
6.WOW I can’t forget the eclipse and the new Moon. The eclipse was in the eighth
house sextile his Daniel and in opposition to his natal Neptune. The backward transit
eclipse was in his eighth house.
I remember years ago I was lecturing in Cleveland and that night in the hotel I decided
to play in the sand box. Lo and behold transiting asteroid Cleveland was conjunct my
natal IC.
It can be really fun to play in the Asteroid sand box. You should try it and see for
yourself!

